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ABSTRACT 
Sidharta, Moudy~ "A Study on the En-ol~s of the Eng 1 ish 
Department Students Encountered in Their Dictation 
F'apprc;" ~ The Faculty of Teacher- Tr-aining~ The 
English Department of Widya Mandala Catholic 
University~ Surabaya~ 1997. 
Being interested in measuri~g the English language 
mastery of the second semester stu~ents of the ~nglish 
Department of Widya Mand~la U~iversity~ the writer did this 
study. The purpose of this study was to find out the types 
of language elements that most globally and locall y miscon-
structed by the second semester students of English Depart-
ment of Widya Mandala Chatolic University and th~ causes of 
these errors b y observing the students' dictation papers. 
Supporting this stud y ~ the writer used the theo-
ries of Errors Analysis of Dulay~ namely the Communicative 
Effect Taxonomy to classify the t ypes of errors and the 
Surface Strategy Taxono~y to see the causes of errors. She 
also used the theory of Interlanguage to interpret the 
students' errors. 
As the instruments of this study~ the writer 
a dictation test which consisted of three passages. 
writer gave this test to the students in order to get 




After getting the data~ the writer analyzed them 
by checking each word that had been writen down by the 
students and marked it if she found an error. Then, she 
classified the errors encountered into twa types: global and 
local errors. Thes~ errors types were then subdivided into: 
grammatical errors~ meaning errors, and spelling errors. 
After that, she counted the frequency of the error occurenc-
es and ra~ked them fr~m__t___t]~_ l2.:!:.ghest to the fewest nLtmber of 
The,result of this study showed that the language 
elements which were most globally misconstructed by the 
students under study were meaning errors (45.63 %), spelling 
errors (37.21 %)~ and grammatical errors (17.16 %). While 
the language elements which were most locall y misconstructed 
by the students were grammatical errors (79.63 %), spelling 
errors (16.80 %), and meaning errors (3.57 %). 
From the errors encountered in the students' 
dictation papers~ the writer found that the students under 
study made these errors during dictation because they sub-
stituted ~he dictated words for other words, they omitted a 
word or ~n element of the words being dictated, and they 
added a word or another elements to the words being dictat-
ed . The writer found that substitution was the biggest cause 
of the students ' errors 
sion in the second rank 
rank ( 9. 06 I.) • 
(53 .79 /.). It was followed by omis-
(37.15 /. ) ~ and addition in the third 
Based on these findings~ the writer concludes that 
errors of grammar are the result of improper strategies of 
second language learning and second language communication~ 
and o v er-generalization. Errors of meaning are the result of 
wrong strategies of second language learning. Errors of 
spelling are the result of wrong strategies of second lan-
guage learning. While the basic reasons why the students 
added~ . omitted~ or substituted the dictated words for anoth-
er word s are because the students' lproblems of hearing~ 
understanding~ and lack Of knowledge of the English ranguage 
elemen t s . 
. . 
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